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Hello readers! 
In this third issue of our newsletter, we will

talk about an area of marketing that has
grown significantly in recent years. We are

talking about Social Media in Marketing.
 

Let's be honest: nowadays, everything
revolves around social networks. That is

why they have become a fundamental part
of our lives, and of course, for marketing

they are an essential tool since they play a
fundamental role - from how your brand is
positioned to how they can influence the

purchase decision.
 

Creating an excellent social media strategy
is a fundamental part of brands and

businesses; marketers can successfully
engage with their audience by developing
a solid social media strategy and making

the most engaging content.
 

I hope you will enjoy reading our
marketing newsletter.

Happy summer !!
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M O N T H L Y  T O P I C :  " S O C I A L  M E D I A "  
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Stay Top
of Mind
With Key
People

 



        Know your audience

The first thing to know before creating content is to know and define your target audience. Once
you have your target audience, you can start creating content that your target market can relate to
according to their interests and goals. (You need to be very empathetic to know what they expect
from your brand or business).

         Content pillars

Always make sure you have your content pillars well identified because they help develop strategic
content. Your content pillars should always be relevant topics for your audience.

         Call to action

A CTA is a great tool to invite your audience to do something after reading your post or viewing
your story. It can be as simple as sharing in comments, clicking on your link in the bio, making a
purchase or sending a dm for more information. The important thing is always to invite them to
take action, and placing a correct CTA in all your posts will help you have a better engagement and
convert them into potential customers.

         Be clear about the problems that you solve or the needs that you satisfy

Remember that you are providing a service that solves a problem or satisfies a need that your
audience is experiencing. So with that in my mind, you can create content explaining and sharing
how your brand or your business could help them.

          Use templates to create your content

Templates are beneficial to the designs and help you reduce time creating content. Canva is an
excellent example of this tool, but you can find many other templates online depending on your
business.

5 Tips to Create Strategic
Social Media Content 

MKT CLUB 
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S P E A K E R ' S  E V E N T  
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 M E E T  Y O U R  P E E R S
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Getting to know Martina Getting to know the marketer

WRITTEN BY  MARTINA GIMENEZ

Some people may know me as Claudia,
but my name is indeed Martina. If we
have to blame someone for this lifelong
confusion, it should be my father,
Claudio. This is a long story, so if you
are reading this let me know and I will
tell you all the details of this hilarious
story.

To tell you a little about me, I am a 33-
year-old former lawyer from Argentina. I
was born and raised in Posadas - a city
located in the North-East of the country
- but then I moved to La Plata to study
law. Afterwards, I was relocated to
Buenos Aires to represent insurance
companies negotiating legal claims. 

However, I like to define myself as a
mother of three wonderful - yet
challenging - children and the wife of an
inspiring and resilient man. My family is
my rock and they are the reason why I
follow my dream to emigrate after I
chose to fulfill it in another life. They
encourage me and support me in this
adventure. They keep me grounded.
They are my safe haven.

I remember my first Marketing Course in
the school, I mentioned to a classmate
that I did not know a lot of Marketing but
I will do my best to learn as much as I
was able. At the end of that course, my
classmate said that she can tell I did
learn a lot and that is how I started
building my confidence in this field. I am
a junior marketer, eager to learn and
continue applying that knowledge.

Not only has Acsenda given me the
chance to grow professionally in this field
but I am also starting to gain practical
experience as a marketer. This is thanks
to the opportunity to be a member of
the Marketing Club Executive Team and
the Practicum Program. I highly
recommend participating in these
unique opportunities.
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I N F L U E N C E R  O F  T H E  M O N T H

@askaviarya
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Follow him on 

 @askaviarya
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 Avijit Arya

 Avi Arya

www.askaviarya.com
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S E C O N D  S P E A K E R ' S  E V E N T  O F  T H E  Y E A R  
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The story of a man that went from car racer to hotelier to become a HUGE
influencer. Following the belief that Social Media is the biggest opportunity in the
history of business, this belief has taken him to many stages. He has won 18 awards
as the best speaker in events in Vancouver, London, Dubai and India.
 
The beginning of his history in Marketing and social media began in 2003 when he
started running campaigns to promote his family hotel. By the following year, he
made the business grow so fast that they opened a second hotel and his growth
came exponentially. 

In 2009 he was a speaker at many
hotel events, leading him to start
Internet Moguls - his Digital
Marketing agency for the hospitality
industry which continues to this day.

Starting in 2010, he conducted
training to educate and impart digital
marketing skills for hoteliers - even
Trip Advisor called him the poster
boy of internet marketing (2012). 

By 2016 he had a portfolio of over 300 hospitality companies in over 10 countries. Internet
Moguls has been listed as the 30 Most Valuable Tech Companies. Among other
accolades, he has been ranked as one of the top 100 digital Icons by Impact Magazine and
in 2017 he launched a book with his two daughters, “Bedtime Stories for Tomorrow's
Entrepreneurs”. 

Avi has a Youtube Channel, a Podcast available on Spotify and Apple, a few courses and
certifications and something that might be of everyone's interest: his VIP Facebook
Community, where you can learn much more about his teachings.  

By Mariana Rueda 



WRITTEN BY KRITIKA  SAINI

Welcome to India,  namaste! 
Sat Shri  Akal!  Adaab! A place where you wil l  see al l  the colours of  seasons,  culture,
religion and ethnicity.  Welcoming people with big hearts and beautiful  landscapes

will  give you the i l lusion of  heaven.  Besides that,  India is  the largest market for
mass advertising -  with an 11% CAGR (Compounded Annual  Growth Rate)  -  with a

determination to achieve goals  and an exceptional  abil ity to innovate.

M K T G  A R O U N D  T H E  W O R L D  

India
9
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MKT CLUB 

The most common way to reach
customers in India is through advertising.
The country has a large population, and
because English is spoken by nearly
everyone, the country has a large
population of consumers who are able to
read and understand the advertisements.
The major advertising channels in India
are television, radio, and print media.
However, the largest advertising market in
India is the print advertising market. The
advertising industry in India is expected to
grow with a compound annual growth rate
of 11% by 2026 (Imarc Group, 2021).

Other than this, TV is the most cost-
effective way of advertising in India which
ensures that the ads are seen by a large
audience. The key advantage of television
advertising is that it reaches a large
audience in a short amount of time. It is
worth mentioning that India is the second-
largest market for television advertising in
the world. Advertising on television is also
the most economical method for
advertising and is best-suited for reaching
mass audiences. 
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The advertising industry in India is one of
the major advertising markets in the
world. A total of 47,918 brands from
around the world advertise in the country
and account for 60% of the country's
advertising market share. In recent years,
we have seen a shift in the types of
advertisements being displayed on
television, on websites, and in print media.



MKT CLUB 

The largest advertisers in the country,
such as McCann Erickson India or JWT
India, have been investing heavily in
digital advertising, which has proven to
be an effective way to reach customers in
today’s increasingly digital world. This
digital advertising shift is mainly because
the majority of people have been using
social media platforms and smartphones.
Digital advertising in India is expected to
equal television advertising and may even
surpass the latter by 2023, according to a
new report.

Digital spending will account for a third of
all advertising spending in India by 2023,
as reported by advertising agency Dentsu
India titled Digital Advertising in India
2022. However, print advertising still is an
inseparable part of the Indian advertising
system. Ad spending on print media grew
39% to $2.7 Bn CAD in 2021 from $1.96
Bn CAD the previous year, according to
the Pitch Madison Advertising report
2022. The share of print to overall
advertising expenditures (adex) in India
last year was 22% - the highest in the
world. The global average is only 5%.
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Other than this, there are various
other methods of advertising, such as
radio or outdoor advertising used in
India to enhance companies’
presence. Overall, India is a top
country when it comes to advertising
products, generating revenues, and
expanding market shares.



M K T G  F U N  F A C T S  
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The first known
advertisement in
human history was
recorded in Thebes,
Egypt in 3000 B.C.

46% of people say
that a website design
is their main criterion

for determining the
credibility of a

company. 

YouTube mobile
advertisements get
viewer attention
83% of the time.

80% of consumers
spend only 10 seconds

on a website before
leaving it. 



M K T G  F U N  F A C T S  
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Google is one of the most
important tools to boost
social media traffic on a

company website. 

TikTok and Pinterest
have recorded rapid
growth since the Covid-
19 pandemic.

Around 57 % of
consumers enjoy

humour in
advertisements.

Consumers strongly
depend on influencers or
reviews on social media
before making a
purchase.



Leadership and Marketing training.

Exclusive AMA job board.

AMA helps you to improve your social  media ski l ls .

Exclusive access to marketing news and magazine.

Participation in the annual International Collegiate
Conference 
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Membership in the AMA only costs $2.42 USD per month – so the value is
tremendous.  SIGN UP today!

 
Once you finish the subscription process, send your full name and

email address to Louis.Blais@Acsenda.com to enter the contest.
 
 
 

Sign up for the AMA and participate to win
a $100 Amazon Gift Card  

MKT CLUB 

 The ASM Marketing Club is teaming up with the AMA (American Marketing
Association).  By signing up with the AMA, you wil l  have access to a lot of
opportunit ies and benefits for you as a student: 
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https://www.ama.org/ama-member-benefits/?return_url=https://www.ama.org/events/training-series/brand-positioning-for-marketing-success


JOB POSTINGS 
SKILL BUILDER& 
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Free Courses 

MKT CLUB 

As part of our commitment to you, our valued
members of the Marketing Club, we will strive to

provide you links to FREE courses to improve
your understanding of current marketing
trends, make you a better marketer, and

improve your career path!
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Register here
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Ever wondered why some things become popular, and others don't? Why do some
products become hits while others flop?  Why do some ideas take off while others
languish? What are the key ideas behind viral marketing? This course explains how things
catch on and helps you apply these ideas to be more effective at marketing your ideas,
brands, or products. You'll learn how to make ideas stick, how to increase your influence,
how to generate more word of mouth, and how to use the power of social networks to
spread information and influence. Drawing on principles from his best-selling book,
"Contagious: Why Things Catch On," Professor Jonah Berger illustrates successful
strategies for you to use buzz to create virality so that your campaigns become more
shareable on social media and elsewhere. By the end of this course, you'll have a better
understanding of how to craft contagious content, build stickier messages, and get any
product, idea, or behaviour to catch on.

Viral Marketing and How to Craft
Contagious Content

https://www.coursera.org/learn/wharton-contagious-viral-marketing


Free Courses 

MKT CLUB 
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Register here
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This course is a partnership between the leading content marketing authority,
Copyblogger, and UC Davis Continuing and Professional Education. In this course, you will
learn the core strategies content marketers use to acquire and retain customers
profitably. Specifically, you will learn how to develop, organize and implement a content
marketing strategy, analyze and measure the effectiveness of content marketing, write
compelling copy, use a strategic framework when writing, and build your professional
brand and authority through content marketing. You will also learn how to put the ideas
presented to you into action and build your own personal brand through content
marketing.

Register here

Internet Marketing for Smart People is a systematic, simple way to understand and
implement effective online marketing. You’ll learn the “Copyblogger method” of
creating a profitable online business or marketing your offline business online.

The Strategy of Content Marketing

Internet Marketing for Smart People

https://copyblogger.com/imfsp/
https://www.coursera.org/learn/content-marketing


Job Opportunities

Check on these positions  on
Indeed.com

Instagram Reels / TikTok Content
Creator
Coldwell Banker
Part-time

TikTok Content Creator
Oremony Design Corp
$18 - $20 an hour -  Part-time 

Social Media Community Assistant
Soigné
 $15 -18 an hour -  Part-time

 

MKT CLUB 
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Remember that you can visit JobsConnect through
Myasm where you will find other job opportunities.
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https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=marketing&l=vancouver&sc=0kf%3Ajt(parttime)%3B&vjk=e23eac2784169c75
http://acsenda.com/jobs/


Get in touch with us

C O N T A C T  I N F O  

@AcsendaMarketingClub

acsendamktgclub@gmail.com

@AcsendaMarketingClub
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